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In this paper, we introduce a measure of the extent to which a finite com-
binatorial structure is a Ramsey object in the class of objects with a similar struc-
ture. We show for classes of finite relational structures, including graphs, binary
posets, and bipartite graphs, how this measure depends on the symmetries of the
structure.  1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
In the sequel, all the graphs, posets and other ordered structures referred
to will be finite.
In the 1970s and 1980s, largely due to the fundamental papers by
Nes etr il and Ro dl [3, 4], remarkable progress was made with the problem
of determining the Ramsey objects in various classes of combinatorial con-
figurations. We recall that if C is a class of finite structures for which we
have a notion of a copy (image under an embedding) of any object A in
any object B of C, then A is said to be a Ramsey object in C if for each
B in C and r<| there is some object C such that for each partition
/: [C, A]  r, where [C, A] is the set of copies of A in C, there is a copy
B$ of B in C such that all the elements of [B$, A] are in one block of the
partition.
In this paper, our aim is to measure the extent to which an object is
Ramsey. We do this by finding for various classes C, for each A in C, the
smallest natural number, t(A), with the following property: For each r<|,
for each B in C, there is some C in C, such that, for each partition
/: [C, A]  r, there is some copy B$ of B in C such that / assumes at most
t(A) values on [B$, A]. The number, t(A), if it exists, is called the Ramsey
degree of A. Thus A is a Ramsey object iff t(A)=1.
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We shall determine the Ramsey degrees of bipartite graphs, binary posets
and so-called :-patterns [1]. The latter structures include graphs and
instances of the relational structures that were studied by Nes etr il and Ro dl
in [3]. In [2], the author determined the Ramsey degrees of posets. The
arguments will be based on the combinatorial results of Abramson and
Harrington in [1].
In each of these cases, we find that the Ramsey degree of an object A can
be expressed in terms of its symmetries. The Ramsey objects are, in a
definite sense, the most symmetric objects in the class under consideration.
For example, if G is a graph on n vertices, its Ramsey degree will be shown
to be given by the index (Sn : A(G)) of the automorphism group A(G) of
G in the full symmetrical group Sn . But A(G)&Sn iff G or its complement
is complete. The complete graphs and their complements are therefore, as
is well-known [3], the only Ramsey objects in the class of graphs. If P is
a finite poset and e(P) is the number of linear extensions of P, then the
Ramsey degree op P is given by the quotient e(P)|A(P)|, where A(P) is
the automorphism group of P. (See [2].) This quotient is unity only for
the most symmetric posets, namely those which are ordinal sums of anti-
chains.
1. RAMSEY DEGREES OF BIPARTITE GRAPHS
Let G be a bipartite graph and let Gi , i<k, be the connected com-
ponents of G. For each i, let Ai , Bi be the bipartition of the vertices of Gi
such that each edge in Gi connects some vertex in Ai with a vertex in Bi .
If Gi is a point, we let one of Ai or Bi be the empty set. An orientation Ci
of Gi is one of the ordered pairs (Ai , Bi) or (Bi , Ai). We write
(Ai , Bi)0=(Bi , A i). An orientation of G is a sequence (C j | j<k) where
each Cj is an orientation of Gi . If ==(=0 , ..., =k&1) is a binary sequence in
[0, 1]k, we write C = for the orientation (C =jj | j<k) of G. Let A(G) be the
automorphism group of G. For any orientation C of G and _ # A(G) one
can find some = # [0, 1]k such that the automorphism _ maps the structure
(G, C) to (G, C =). Indeed, for each j<k, there is a unique i<k such that
_ maps the component Gi isomorphically to Gj . Moreover, _ will map the
orientation Ci either to Cj or to C 0j . Let = j # [0, 1] be such that _ maps C i
to C =jj and set ==(=j | j<k). Fix some orientation C of G. For each _ # A(G)
and = # [0, 1]k, set _==$ where $ # [0, 1]k is the unique binary sequence
such that _ maps (G, C =) to (G, C $). We thus define an action of A(G) on
the set [0, 1]k. Note that if _==$, then (G, C =)& (G, C$). Write P for the
set of orbits in [0, 1]k under this group action and for ? # P let l(?) be
the size of ?. Hence, if = # ? and A= (G) denotes the stabiliser of = under
the action of A(G), then l(?)=(A(G): A= (G)). Note that A= (G) consists
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exactly of those automorphisms of G which simply permute the oriented
components (Gj , C =jj ) of (G, C
=).
If ? # P and = # ? and C ==((A$i , B$i)|i<k), say, set :=i<k |A$i | and
w(?)=:!(n&:)! where n is the number of vertices of G. It is clear that
w(?) is independent of our choice of = in ?. Using this notation, we finally set
t(G)=
1
|A(G)|
:
? # P
l(?) w(?). (1.1)
We shall show that t(G) is independent of the orientation C and that it
is a natural number. It is indeed the Ramsey degree of G. We state this as
a theorem.
Theorem 1.1. For any r<| and bipartite graphs G and H, there exists
a bipartite graph K with [K, G]{, such that, for each partition
/: [K, G]  r, there exists a copy, H$, of H in K such that / assumes on
[H$, G] at most t(G) values. Moreover, for a given bipartite graph G and
rt(G), there is some bipartite graph H such that, for any bipartite graph
K with [K, H]{,, there is some partition /: [K, G]  r with the property
that / assumes on any copy of H in K at least t(G) values.
We shall see that t(G)=1 iff G=Kn, n for some n1. These graphs are
therefore the only Ramsey objects in the class of bipartite graphs.
In Section 3 we deduce Theorem 1.1 from an analogous result for binary
posets. These structures and their symmetries are discussed in Section 2. In
Section 4 we study the Ramsey degrees of so-called :-patterns. In Section
5 we interpret binary posets as :-patterns. We use these constructions
together with a major result of Abramson and Harrington in [1] to deter-
mine the Ramsey degrees of binary posets.
2. BINARY POSETS AND THEIR SYMMETRIES
In the sequel we shall view non-negative integers as ordinals. This means
that n will be the set [0, 1, ... , n&1].
When P=(X, P) is a poset, we frequently write x< y(P) or x< y(P)
instead of (x, y) # P. When P, Q are posets, we write P + Q, respectively,
P Q for the disjoint union, respectively, the ordinal sum of P and Q. An
embedding of P into Q is an injective function * from P to Q such that, for
x, y # P we have x< y(P) iff *x<*y(Q).
A binary poset P is a poset (X, P) together with a function ht (for
height) from X to 2 such that ht x=0 and ht y=1 whenever x< y(P).
(This means that it may happen that ht x=1 even when x is an isolated
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point of P.) A binary extension of P is a total order L on the underlying
set X of P such that x< y(L) for all x, y # X with ht x=0 and ht y=1. We
shall refer to a pair (P, L) with P a binary poset and L a binary extension
of P as a binary pair. Note that if P has k, respectively l, elements x with
ht x=0, respectively ht x=1, then P has exactly k!l! binary extensions.
If (P, L) and (Q, M) are binary pairs, an embedding of (P, L) into
(Q, M) is a poset embedding . of P into Q that preserves ht such that
x< y(L) iff .(x)<.( y)(M). We call . an isomorphism of (P, L) onto
(Q, M) when it is also a poset isomorphism. We call the pairs (P, L) and
(Q, M) equivalent and write (P, L)& (Q, M) if there is an isomorphism
from (P, L) to (Q, M). We say that two binary extensions L1 and L2 of P
are equivalent when (P, L1)& (P, L2). Let t(P) be the number of non-
equivalent binary extensions of P. If P has k, respectively l, elements x
with ht x=0, respectively ht x=1, then
t(P)=
k!l!
|A(P)|
(2.1)
where A(P) is the group of ht-preserving automorphisms of P. Indeed, if
_ # A(P) and L is a binary extension of P, so is L_, where L_ is defined by:
x< y(L_) iff _x<_y(L). It is clear that L_{=(L_){ for all _, { # A(P). The
group A(P) thus acts on the set of k!l! binary extensions of P. There are
t(P) orbits each of length |A(P)| since the action is faithful, which means
exactly that (2.1) holds.
Let (G, C) be an oriented bipartite graph. It is clear that we can identify
(G, C) with a sum (disjoint union) of binary posets
(G, C)#P0+ } } } +Pk&1 .
We call the latter the associated binary poset of (G, C). Under this
identification, for = # 2k, we can represent (G, C =) as
(G, C =)=P=00 + } } } +P
=k&1
k&1 .
(Here we write P0j for the dual of Pj .) Let P the orbit space under the
action of A(G) on [0, 1]k as defined in Section 1. For ? # P and = # ?, let
P? be a poset isomorphic to j<k P=jj . Then the stabiliser A= (G) of = is
isomorphic to the (ht-preserving) automorphism group A(P?) of P?.
Hence, by (2.1),
:
? # P
t(P?)= :
? # P
w(?)
|A(P?)|
=
1
|A(G)|
:
? # P
l(?) w(?)
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since |A(P?)|=|A= (G)| and l(?)=(A(G) : A= (G)) for = # ?. We have
shown that, for t(G) as defined in (1.1), we have
t(G)= :
? # P
t(P?). (2.2)
If D is any orientation of G, there is a unique ? # P such that P? is
isomorphic to the associated binary poset of (G, D). Hence t(G) is a
natural number and is independent of the orientation C.
If k is a natural number we write k for the antichain consisting of k
elements.
Lemma 2.1. If P is binary poset then t(P)=1 iff P is of the form k l
or of the form k+l where ht x=0 if x # k and ht x=1 if x # l.
Proof. If P is of the form kl or k+l as in the formulation of the
lemma, then A(P)&Sk_Sl and, therefore, by (2.1), we have t(P)=1. If P
is not isomorphic k l or k+l, then there are elements x0 , y0 , x1 , y1 of
P with (x0 , y0){(x1 , y1), ht xi=0, ht yi=1, i=0, 1 and x1< y1 (P) while
x0 < y0 (P). Let L0 be any binary extension with x0x1 (L0) and
y0 y1 (L0) and let L1 be the same as L0 except that x1x0 (L1) and
y1 y0 (L1). It is clear that L0 and L1 are not equivalent. We conclude that
t(P)>1. K
Lemma 2.2. If G is a connected oriented bipartite graph whose associated
bipartition A, B of the vertices have k and l elements, respectively, then
t(G)=2(k!l!)|A(G)|.
Proof. Fix the orientation C=(A, B) of G. If (G, C)& (G, C0) then
P=[?] where ?=[0, 1] so that l(?)=2. It follows that t(G)=l(?) w(?)
|A(G)|=2(k!l!)|A(G)|. If (G, C)&3 (G, C 0), then P=[?1 , ?2] where
?1=[0], ?2=[1]. Hence t(G)=(l(?1)w(?1)+l(?2)w(?2))|A(G)|=
2(k!l!)|A(G)|. K
Lemma 2.3. If G is a bipartite graph, then t(G)=1 iff G&Kn, n for some
n1.
Proof. If G=Kn, n then it is easily seen that Sn_Sn can be embedded
as a subgroup of index 2 in A(G). It follows that |A(G)|=2(n!)2 and, there-
fore, from Lemma 2.2, that t(G)=1.
Conversely, suppose that t(G)=1. Fix some orientation C of G. It
follows from (2.1) that |P|=1 and thus, in particular that (G, C)&
(G, C0). If we now view (G, C) as a binary poset P we have that P is of
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the form kl or k+l as in Lemma 2.1. If P is of the form k+l, then
since |P|=1, we must have that k+l=1. But t(G)=2 when G is a point.
So P is of the form kl. Since P&P0 we conclude that k=l=n, say, and
hence that G&Kn, n . K
3. RAMSEY PROPERTIES OF BINARY POSETS
In Section 5 we shall prove the following:
Theorem 3.1. For e, r<| and a binary pair (Q, M), there exists a
binary pair (R, N) such that, if Y is the underlying set of R, we have, for
every partition /: [Y]e  r of the e-subsets of Y, that there is a copy,
(Q$, M$), of (Q, M) in (R, N), such that for an e-subset X of the underlying
set of Q$, the colour of X depends only on the binary pair structure on X
inherited from (R, N).
In this section we shall deduce Theorem 1.1 from Theorem 3.1. As a first
consequence of Theorem 3.1 we note
Theorem 3.2. For any binary posets P and Q there is a binary poset R
such that, for any partition /: [R, P]  r there is a copy, Q$, of Q in R such
that the restriction of / to [Q$, P] assumes t(P) values.
Proof. Let M be any binary extension of Q. Apply Theorem 3.1 to e,
the size of the underlying set of P, and to the pair (Q, M). If (R, N) satisfies
the conclusion of Theorem 3.1, then R will have the required properties. K
As our second application, we now prove
Theorem 3.3. For any binary poset P there exists a binary poset Q, such
that if M, respectively L, is a binary extension of Q, respectively P, there is
an embedding of (P, L) into (Q, M).
Proof. It suffices to show: For a given binary pair (P, L) there is a
binary poset Q=Q(L) such that for each binary extension M of Q, there
is an embedding of (P, L) into (Q, M). For then, if L j , j<t are the non-
equivalent binary extensions of P, the poset j<t Q(Lj) will have the
required properties.
If L is a binary extension of P, we note that L is uniquely determined by
the pair (L0 , L1) where Li is the restriction of the total order L to the
elements x such that htx=i. We can therefore denote L by the pair
(L0 , L1). Suppose L0=(L00 , L10) and L1=(L01 , L11) are binary extensions
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of the binary posets P0 and P1 . We write (P0 , L0)+(P1 , L1) for the binary
pair
(P0+P1 , (L00 L01 , L10 L11)).
For given binary pair (P, L) with L=(L0 , L1), define (Q1 , K) by:
(Q1 , K)=(P, (L0 , L1))+(P, (L0 , L01))+(P, (L
0
0 , L1))+(P, (L
0
0 , L
0
1)).
We write 2 for the antichain of size 2 such that all its elements are of
height 0 and write 20 for its opposite. Apply Theorem 3.1 to find a binary
pair (Q, N) such that for any partition / of the 2-element subsets of Q into
2 blocks, there is a copy of (Q1 , K) in (Q, N) such that all the copies of
2 are in the same block and all the copies of 20 are in the same block of
the partition /.
Let M be any linear extension of Q. We let / be any 2-colouring of the
2-element subsets of Q such that, if _ is a copy of 2 or of 20 in Q, then we
set /(_)=1 if N and M orders the elements of _ in the same way, i.e., if
_=[a, b], say, then a<b(M) iff a<b(N). If M and N orders _ in opposite
ways, we set /(_)=0.
There is an embedding *: (Q1 , K)  (Q, N) such that for some =,
$ # [0, 1], we have /(_)== when _&2 and /(_)=$ when _&20 and _ is
in the image of *. We now show that * induces an embedding of (P, L) into
(Q, M), which will complete the proof of the theorem.
We show in particular that the restriction of * to the copy (P, (L=0 , L
$
1))
of P in Q1 induces an embedding of (P, L) into (Q, M). Suppose, for
example ==0 and $=1. Then for a, b of height 0 in the copy (P, (L00 , L1))
of P in Q1 , we have
a<b(L0)  b<a(L00)  b<*a(N)  a<*b(M)
since M and N orders copies of 2 in opposite ways (==0). If a, b are of
height 1 in this copy of P, then
a<b(L1)  a<*b(N)  a<*b(M).
Hence * induces an embedding of (P, L) into (Q, M). The other
possibilities for = and $ are similarly dealt with. K
We are finally in a position to prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. For given bipartite graphs G and H, fix some
orientations of G and H and let P and Q be their associated binary posets.
Fix some binary extension M of Q. Apply Theorem 3.1 to r, e and (Q, M),
where e is the number of vertices of G, to find a binary pair (R, N) satisfying
the conclusion of Theorem 3.1. Let K be the bipartite graph that we obtain
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from R in the obvious way, i.e. K is the comparability graph of R. Consider
any r-partition /: [K, G]  r. This induces an r-partition /1 of the e-subsets
of R (if an e-subset does not span a copy of G let its colour be 0, say). We
thus find an embedding * of (Q, M) into (R, N) such that /1 , on any
e-subset X of the image of Q under *, depends only on the inherited binary
pair structure of X. Let G$ be a copy of G in the image of H under *. Then
G$ is the image of a map that factorises as G w: H w* K. For a unique
? in the orbit space P and some binary extension L of P?, the graph
embedding : also defines a binary pair embedding (P?, L)  (Q, M). In
this case L is unique only up to equivalence of binary extensions. It follows
that /(G$) depends only on ? and the equivalence class [L]. We conclude
that /(G$) can assume at most
t(G)= :
? # P
t(P?)
values. This concludes the proof of the first part of Theorem 1.1.
We now turn to the second part of Theorem 1.1. Fix some orientation
of G and associate with the oriented binary graph the binary poset P.
If H is a connected bipartite graph and if for some orientation C of H,
we have that (H, C)& (H, C 0), then all the orientations of H are equiv-
alent. We call such a bipartite graph symmetric. Every bipartite graph can
be embedded into one which is symmetric. By this remark, together with
Theorem 3.3, we can find for each ? in the orbit space P associated with
G some binary poset Q? whose comparability graph is symmetric such that
for each pair of extension L and M of P? and Q? respectively, there is an
embedding of (P?, L) into (Q?, M). Set
Q= :
? # P
Q?
and let H be the comparability graph of Q. Note that it follows from our
construction that all the orientations of H are equivalent. Let K be any
bipartite graph that contains a copy of H. We now define a partition / of
[K, G] as follows. Fix some orientation of K and identify this oriented
bipartite graph with the binary pair (R, M). For G$ # [K, G] choose ? # P
and the equivalence class [L] of linear extensions of P such that the under-
lying set of G$ in (R, M) has the induced structure isomorphic to (P?, L).
In this case, we set /(G$)=(?, [L]). Let H$ be any copy of H in K. Since
all the orientations of H are equivalent, we thus find a copy, Q$, of Q in
R. For each ? # P, the colouring / assumes on the copy of Q? in Q$ at least
t(P?) values and the values assumed for different ? # P are distinct. It
follows that / assumes at least t(G) values on the copies of G in H$. K
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Remark. In a similar way, one can show that Theorem 3.2 is the best
possible.
4. :-PATTERNS
The definitions that follow are based on the constructions that appear in
Appendix B of the paper [1] by Abramson and Harrington. Some of our
definitions differ sligthly from theirs.
Let : be a finite sequence (:j | j<n) of finite sets. An :-coloured set P is
a pair (X, f ) where f maps [X]<n, the set of subsets of X of size <n, into
the union j<n :j such that, for each k<n, the restriction of f to [X]k has
an image which is contained in :k .
If (X, f ) and (Y, g) are :-coloured sets, then an embedding of (X, f )
into (Y, g) is an injective function +: X  Y such that, for k<n,
a0 , ..., ak&1 # X we have that f ([aj | j<k])= g([+(aj)| j<k]). If + is a
bijection then + is an isomorphism. An automorphism of an :-coloured set
P is an isomorphism of P into itself. We write A(P) for the automorphism
group of P. For :-patterns P and Q we write [Q, P] for the set of copies
(images under embeddings) of P into Q.
An :-pattern is a pair (P, L) where P is an :-coloured set and L is a
total order on the underlying set op P. An embedding of an :-pattern
(P, L) into the :-pattern (Q, M) is an embedding +: P  Q that also
preserves the total orders L and M, i.e. for elements x, y of P we have:
x< y(L) iff +(x)<+( y)(M). If (P, L1) and (P, L2) are :-patterns, then we
say L1 and L2 are equivalent and write L1 &L2 if there is an
automorphism of P that preserves the orders L1 and L2 . It is readily seen
that the number of non-equivalent total orders on the :-pattern P is given
by
t(P)=(Sm : A(P))
where m is the size of the underlying set of P. We shall derive from
Theorem 4.2 below the following
Theorem 4.1. For every r<| and :-coloured sets P and Q there is an
:-coloured set R such that for every /: [R, P]  r, there is a copy, Q$, of Q
in R, such that /, restricted to [Q$, P] assumes at most t(P) values.
We shall also note that this result is the best possible. Thus, for example,
if we set :=(1, 1, 2) then an :-coloured set is a simple graph and an
embedding of an :-pattern is the same thing as a graph embedding. It
follows that the Ramsey degree of a simple graph G on m vertices is given
by (Sm : A(G)) where A(G) is the automorphism group of G.
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Theorem 4.2. (Abramson and Harrington [1], Theorem 2.2). For
r, e<| and an :-pattern (Q, M), there exists an :-pattern (R, N) such that
for every r-partition / of the e-subsets of R, there exists a copy, (Q$, M$), of
(Q, M) in (R, N) such that for each e-element subset X of Q$, the colour of
X depends only on the :-pattern structure on X inherited from (R, N).
Thus for r<|, e the number of elements of the :-coloured set P and M
any total order on its underlying set, the associated :-pattern (R, N) as in
the formulation of Theorem 4.2 will be such that for each /: [R, P]  r
there will be a copy Q$ of Q in Q such that / will assume on [Q$, P] at
most t(P) values. Thus Theorem 4.1 is indeed a direct consequence of
Theorem 4.2.
Remark. A more general result than Theorem 4.2 was independently
established by Nes etr il and Ro dl in [3]. An improved and corrected ver-
sion of their results appears in [4].
To show that Theorem 4.1 is the best possible it suffices, as in Section
3, to prove the following
Proposition 4.3. For every :-coloured set P there exists an :-coloured
set Q such that for total orders L and M of P and Q, respectively, there
exists an embedding of (P, L) into (Q, M).
Proof. For r, e<| and :-patterns (Q, M), (R, N), write
(R, N)  (Q, M)er
if (R, N) satisfies the conclusion of Theorem 4.2 with respect to r, e and
(Q, M).
Let (Q1 , K) be the disjoint sum 7L (P, L) where L ranges over the total
orders of P. Apply Theorem 4.2 to find an :-pattern (Q, N) such that
(Q, N)  (Q1 , K)22 .
Let L and M be any total order of P and Q, respectively. We shall show
that there is an embedding of (P, L) into (Q, M).
We define a 2-colouring on the 2-subsets of the underlying set Y of Q as
follows. If _=[x, y] # [Y]2, set /(_)=1 if N and M order _ in the same
way and set /(_)=0, otherwise.
Let * be an embedding of (Q1 , K) into (Q, N) such that, for a 2-subset
_ of the image of *, the colour of _ depends only on the inherited :-pattern
type of _.
We define an ordering L$ on P as follows: If [x, y] is a 2-subset or P
and { is the :-pattern type of [x, y], we set x< y(L$) when x< y(L) and
/ maps all 2-subsets of type { in the image of * to 1 (we simply write
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/({)=1 to denote this fact); moreover, we set x> y(L$) when x< y(L) and
/({)=0.
Note that if we embed (P, L) into (Q1 , K) and then into (Q, N) via *,
then, for a 2-subset [x, y] of P of type {, if /({)==, then
x< y(L$)  x< y(L=)  x<*y(N =)  x<*y(M).
In particular, L$ is a total order on P.
If we now embed (P, L$) into (Q1 , K) and then into (Q, N) via *, we see,
as before, that for x, y in P, we have that x< y(L) iff *x<*y(M). We have
thus found an embedding of (P, L) into (Q, M), as required. K
Remark. The proofs of Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 3.3 have much in
common. Indeed this kind of bootstrapping occurs rather frequently in
Ramsey theory. Analogous arguments can be found, for example, in [6]
and [3].
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1
In the sequel, : will be the ordered triple (1, 2, 2). We now associate with
each binary pair (P, L) an :-pattern F(P, L)=(Y, f, M), say, as follows.
Firstly Y is the underlying set of P and M is the same total order L on
Y. We define f: [Y]2  1 _ 2 _ 2 as follows: The empty set is mapped to
0 and each [x] with x # Y is mapped to ht x # 2. If x, y # Y and x< y(L)
we set f ([x, y])=1, if x< y(P), and f ([x, y])=0, otherwise.
With each embedding ;: (P, L)  (Q, M) of binary pairs, one can
associate an :-pattern embedding F;: F(P, L)  F(Q, M) where F; acts on
the underlying set Y of F(P, L) in the same way as ; does. This is well-
defined, since ht x=ht ;(x), for x # Y and for x, y # Y we have x< y(L)
iff x< y(M) and, moreover, x< y(P) iff ;x<;y(Q). Hence, if
F(P, L)=(Y, f, L) and F(Q, M)=(Z, g, M), say, the map preserves the
total orders L and M and the diagram
f g
[Y]2 wwwwww; [Z]2
1 _ 2 _ 2
commutes, where ; also denotes the induced map on [Y]2. Conversely,
an :-pattern embedding of F(P, L) to F(Q, M) is of the form F; for a
unique ; as above. In the sequel, we shall write ; instead of F;.
With each :-pattern (Y, f, M) we associate a binary pair G(Y, f, M)=
(P, L), say, as follows:
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Firstly, the underlying set of P is again Y and L=(L0 , L1) where Li is
the restriction of the total order M to the set [x # Y| f ([x])=i], i=0, 1.
Secondly, by definition, for x, y # Y:
x< y(P) iff f ([x]=0, f ([ y])=1 and f ([x, y])=1.
Finally, we set ht x= f0 ([x]) for x # Y. If is clear that (P, L) is a binary
pair. Note that GF(P, L)=(P, L) for any binary pair (P, L). (As a matter
of interest, it is not always the case that FG(Y, f, M)=(Y, f, M).)
Consider an embedding *: F(P, L)  (Y, f, M). Set G(Y, f, M)=(Q, N).
It follows from the constructions that x< y(L) iff *(x)<*( y)(N) and
x< y(P) iff f ([*x, *y])=1 and f (*(x))=0, f (*( y))=1, which is the
same as to the say that *(x)<*( y)(Q). Hence * induces a map
.(*): (P, L)  G(Y, f, M) where * and .(*) act in the same way on the
underlying set of P.
Note that if + and * are embeddings of :-patterns as depicted
F(P, L) w+ F(Q, M) w* (Y, f, M),
then .(* b +)=.(*) b + as maps from (P, L) to G(Y, f, M).
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Apply Theorem 4.2
to r, e<|, :=(1, 2, 2) and for the :-pattern (Q, M) in Theorem 4.2 we
take F(Q, M) for a given binary pair (Q, M), to find an :-pattern
(Y, f, N1) such that, for each /: [Y]e  r, there is an embedding
*: F(Q, M)  (Y, f, N1), with the property that for each e-subset X of
F(Q, M), the colour of the image *(X) of X under * depends only on
the :-pattern structure which *(X) inherits from (Y, f, N1). Set
(R, N)=G(Y, f, N1). We shall show that (R, N) has the properties as
stated in Theorem 3.1.
For any /: [Y]e  r, there exists an embedding *: F(Q, M)  (Y, f, N1)
such that if X1 , X2 are e-subsets of the image of F(Q, M) under * then
/(X1)=/(X2), provided X1 and X2 inherit equivalent :-patterns. We have
shown that such a * will induce an embedding .(*): (Q, M)  (R, N). Let
X1 , X2 be e-subsets of the image of (Q, M) under .(*) and assume they
inherit the same binary pair structure, (P, L), say. This means that there is
an embedding +j from (P, L) into (Q, M) such that Xj is the image
of (P, L) under .(*) b +j , j=1, 2. Now consider the embeddings * b +j
for j=1, 2 between the :-patterns F(P, L) and (Y, f, N1). Since
.(* b +j)=.(*) b +j and * b +j and .(* b .j) act in the same way on the
underlying set of P (which is also the underlying set of F(P, L)), it follows
that Xj is the image of F(P, L) under * b +j , j=1, 2. We conclude that X1
and X2 inherit the same :-pattern structure from (Y, f, N1) and hence that
they have the same colour with respect to /. K
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